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Crack growth rates of small fatigue cracks in a high strength steel tested in 3.5% NaCl solution with cathodic protection are analysed in the

Paris regime through the comparison with the corresponding results obtained in air or in high vacuum. Environmental effects in the saline

solution are due to hydrogen produced by cathodic polarisation, which causes intergranular and transgranular brittle fracture surfaces. By

comparison to fatigue crack growth rates obtained in air, it could be concluded that hydrogen effects are negligible at low DK and then

increase with DK. But in fact, when compared to results obtained in a non-active media such as high vacuum, hydrogen effects in the saline

solution are very high at low DK and decrease slightly when DK increases. In air, adsorption of the different gaseous species as well as

hydrogen effects due to water vapour dissociation strongly enhance crack growth rate compared to vacuum especially for low DK.

Consequently, a comparison with fatigue crack growth results obtained in air does not allow to quantify properly environmental effects due to
another active environment such as the saline solution with cathodic protection considered in the present work.
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1. Introduction

In most of the studies devoted to fatigue crack growth

behaviour of metals in a corrosive environment, ambient air

is taken as the reference environment. This choice is

justified by the fact that air is the most usual working

environment for structural materials. It ensues that the

fatigue behaviour of these materials is well documented in

this environment, which appears consequently as a natural

reference. This is the case in many works [1–4] that have

been published on the effects of a saline solution on the

Fatigue Crack Growth Rates (FCGRs) of long cracks in

structural steels under cathodic protection.

The typical fatigue crack growth behaviour obtained in

these conditions, for example by Vosikovsky [1], is

schematically represented on Fig. 1. This figure is valid

for a constant load ratio and does not account for the
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strength level of the steel. In the DK range where the curve

obeys a Paris law: da/dNZC.DKm, the effect of a saline

solution compared to air is generally observed above a

critical DK value. This effect is characterised by the higher

value of m in the corresponding Paris law. It means that the

crack growth rate enhancement as DK increases is stronger

in the aqueous solution than in air. This regime is followed

by the occurrence of a ‘plateau’ for which the FCGR in

NaCl with cathodic protection remains nearly constant

(mz0). According to Vosikovsky [1], the lower is the

frequency, the higher is the FCGR value associated with the

plateau. Others authors [2,5] established that this FCGR

value also increases when the applied cathodic potential

becomes more and more negative. In the region below the

plateau, where the difference between the da/dN curves in

the aqueous solution and air tends to increase with DK,

environmental effects are attributed to an embrittlement by

hydrogen resulting from water reduction near the crack tip

[1,4]. This mechanism is associated with brittle fracture

surfaces. According to FCGRs curves, two conclusions are

generally proposed. Firstly, a critical DK value is required to

activate the environment-assisted mechanism due to
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Fig. 1. Schematic fatigue crack growth behaviour of a structural steel in a

saline solution with a cathodic potential (NaCl/CP).
hydrogen. Secondly, the effect of hydrogen increases with

DK or with the plastic zone size.

Nevertheless, these interpretations are based on the

implicit assumption that environmental effects in air can be

neglected. However, it is known that air is a very active

environment with regard to fatigue crack growth if the

results are compared with those obtained in a high vacuum,

in which the action of gaseous species are strongly limited

[6]. Consequently, if the comparison with results obtained in

air remains useful, from an engineering point of view, it

does not allow a good comprehension of environmental

effects in saline solutions. This requires a comparison with a

truly inert environment.

The present study is devoted to the fatigue crack

propagation of natural cracks in a high strength steel cycled

in 3.5% NaCl solution with cathodic protection. Cathodic

protection potential and fatigue test frequency have been

selected in relation to the use of this steel in offshore

applications (jack-up platforms). Previous work by Huneau

and Mendez [7] on the same steel has already shown the

respective effects of air and NaCl solution with cathodic

protection on fatigue lifetimes, crack initiation kinetics and

damage mechanisms, in comparison to the results obtained

in vacuum.

The present work intends to go further in fatigue-

environment interactions by investigating the propagation

of self-initiated small cracks. The size of these cracks

evolves from 100 to 1000 mm. They correspond however to

the incubation period of long cracks generally considered in

fatigue crack propagation studies. Environmental effects are

analysed through a comparison with the fatigue behaviour

obtained in a high vacuum. Fatigue tests were also
Table 1

Chemical composition of SE702 (wt.%)

C Mn Si Ni Cr M

0.137 1.129 0.213 2.214 0.541 0.
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performed in air, which is considered here as another active

environment.
2. Material and experimental procedure

2.1. Material

The tested steel denoted SE702 is a member of the

Superelso family. This structural high strength steel,

manufactured by Industeel (ex Creusot–Loire Industrie), is

equivalent of the ASTM A517 Grade Q. The chemical

composition is indicated in Table 1. The mechanical

properties of the material were recorded as follows: 0.2%

yield stress 780 MPa, ultimate tensile strength 860 MPa,

elongation 19%. This quenched and tempered steel exhibits

a tempered refined martensite microstructure illustrated in

Fig. 2; the prior austenite grain size varies from 10 to

100 mm. Each grain is composed of various martensite

colonies, formed by laths having the same orientation.

2.2. Experimental procedure

Cylindrical smooth specimens, with a diameter of 5 mm

and a gauge length of 13 mm, were obtained from a 160 mm

thick sheet, parallel to the rolling direction, at a constant

distance of 40 mm from the initial ingot surface. After

machining, the specimens were mechanically polished with

SiC grinding papers then with diamond paste up to 1 mm

grade.

Fatigue experiments were performed under stress control

with a load ratio RZK1. Experiments in air (relative

humidityO40%) and in vacuum (!2!10K4 Pa) were

performed on a hydraulic machine, at 20 Hz, while the

experiments in the NaCl solution with cathodic protection

(NaCl/CP) were conducted at 0.17 Hz on an electromecha-

nical equipment. This frequency corresponds to a repre-

sentative mean value of the swell frequency in the North

Sea. Fatigue experiments were also performed in air at

0.17 Hz in order to estimate frequency effects in this

environment and to allow a direct comparison with NaCl/CP

data. All fatigue tests were conducted at room temperature.

For the experiments in NaCl/CP, specimens were

polarised with a potentiostat by using a three electrodes

electrochemical cell [8]. The working electrode was the

specimen itself, the counter electrode was made of

platinised titanium and the reference electrode was a

saturated calomel electrode (SCE). The results presented

in this paper were obtained with a cathodic polarisation of
o Cu P S Fe

526 0.179 0.005 0.0009 Bal.



Fig. 2. Microstructure of SE702 steel after chemical etching with nital.

Fig. 3. Semi-circular crack front geometry. Zone 1: NaCl, smaxZ450 MPa.

Zone 2: air, smaxZ450 MPa. Zone 3: air, smaxZ550 MPa.
K1050 mV(SCE) corresponding to an overprotection level.

Indeed, according to the Marine Technology Directorate

(UK) recommendations [9], the cathodic protection poten-

tial of steels with a yield strength greater than 700 MPa

should be limited to K950 mV(Ag/AgCl) which corre-

sponds to K905 mV(SCE). The 35 g/l NaCl solution was

aerated and neutralised, the pH being adjusted to 8.1. The

specimen is polarised during 20 h in order to stabilise the

cathodic current before starting fatigue experiments. The

polarisation is maintained at K1050 mV(SCE) during

fatigue tests.

Specimens gauge lengths and fracture surfaces were

observed by scanning electron microscope (SEM) after

failure. Propagation mechanisms with regard to the micro-

structure were analysed for the different environments.

In order to investigate the growth of self-initiated cracks,

specimens are first cycled in air at RZK1, under smaxZ
450 MPa and at fZ20 Hz until the creation of a surface

crack measuring approximately 100 mm. A regularly

interrupted cycling at RZK1 under smaxZ450 MPa is

then performed in each environment. The surface crack

length L was measured after each interruption by direct

SEM observations. Before starting the FCGRs monitoring

in vacuum and in NaCl/CP, cracks were propagated of

approximately 100 mm in length in the considered environ-

ment in order to avoid any eventual effect of the initial

testing conditions. Thus, FCGRs evaluation starts from a

surface crack of approximately 200 mm.

Crack depth a was estimated from the surface crack

length measurements assuming a semi-circular shape of the

crack front. This assumption was verified in all the

considered environments with a maximum error of 10% in

the range of crack depths from 100 to 1000 mm, which

corresponds to the maximum value considered for FCGRs

measurements.

This is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows a picture of the

failure surface of one specimen cycled on specific

conditions permitting to establish the crack front geometry.

The first marking, from zone 1 to zone 2, was performed by
3

changing the environment from NaCl/CP solution to air.

The second marking, from zone 2 to zone 3, was performed

in air by changing the applied stress from smaxZ450 MPa to

smaxZ550 MPa. To prevent rubbing on fracture surfaces,

fatigue testes were ended, from the maximum crack depth

(1000 mm) to failure, with a positive load ratio.

The amplitude of stress intensity factor was evaluated

according to ASTM recommendations: DKZasmax(pa)1/2,

with smax the maximum load applied which is equivalent to

the positive part of the stress cycle, and a a geometric factor

which can be expressed, according to Carpinteri [10] as a

function of a/D: aZ0,643C0,986 (a/D)K1,357 (a/D)2C
4,172 (a/D)3 where a is the depth of crack and D the

diameter of the cylindrical fatigue specimens.

This function can be used for cylindrical specimens when

crack depth is small compared to the specimen diameter. Its

ability to describe the crack growth of Stage II natural

cracks as a function of the stress intensity factor, as far as the

crack area includes several grains and the crack front

geometry is stabilised, was verified in a previous work [11].

These conditions are verified in the present study since the

considered cracks are greater than 100 mm in depth. These

cracks are beyond their early stages of formation in which

FCGR is very sensitive to the microstructure. Moreover, the

crack size always remains smaller than D/5.
3. Results

3.1. Fatigue crack growth rates curves

FCGRs curves established in air and in vacuum at 20 Hz

and in air and in NaCl/CP at 0.17 Hz are plotted in Fig. 4.

For each test conditions, the crack growth evolution obeys a

Paris law (da/dNZC.DKm). The corresponding C and m

values are reported in Table 2. This table also indicates the

initial crack depth at which fatigue crack growth tests were

started.

The corresponding da/dNKDK results obtained at 20 Hz

in air and in vacuum are in good agreement with the

effective Paris laws, da/dNKDKeff, previously determined

for long cracks by Hénaff et al. [12] on another high strength
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Fig. 4. FCGRs curves in vacuum (20 Hz), air (20 and 0.17 Hz) and NaCl/CP

(0.17 Hz).
steel and which expresses FCGRs versus the effective value

of DK, DKeff, as defined by Elber [13] to take into account

for crack closure. This confirms that crack closure remains

limited for such natural small cracks as it has been

previously shown by Lindley and Pineau [14] and Nadot

et al. [11]. Therefore, even if crack closure has not been

directly measured in our specimens it can be considered that

the nominal DK value, evaluated by means of the Carpinteri

relation reported before, for semi-circular shaped cracks,

is very close to the effective value of the stress intensity

factor DKeff.

For the tests conducted in NaCl/CP, three different

specimens were used and the corresponding curves are well

superimposed. For the conditions investigated, crack growth

rates remain below the value corresponding to the plateau

frequently observed in long crack da/dNKDK curves as

represented in Fig. 1. Indeed, according to Vosikovsky [1],

for our experimental conditions this plateau would occur at

crack growth rates higher than 10K7 m/cycle. When

comparing the results obtained in NaCl/CP and in air at

the same frequency (0.17 Hz), the effect of the aqueous

environment appears in good agreement with the behaviour

described in Fig. 1. At low DK, crack growth rates are

equivalent in NaCl/CP and in air (0.17 Hz). Then, when DK

increases, the FCGRs enhancement is more pronounced in

the saline solution than in air. It corresponds to a higher
Table 2

Initial crack depth ai, C and m values in the Paris law da/dNZC.DKm

Vacuum

(20 Hz)

Air

(20 Hz)

Air

(0.17 Hz)

NaCl

(0.17 Hz)

ai 100 90 120 130

C 2.9!10K14 6.7!10K12 2.2!10K10 5.5!10K12

M 4.5 2.9 1.8 3.9
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slope value (m) in NaCl/CP than in air. For the final crack

depths, or the higher DK values investigated, crack growth

rate is ten times higher in NaCl/CP than in air.

If the curve obtained in NaCl/CP is now compared to the

one obtained in vacuum, two main observations can be

done. First, there is a marked effect of NaCl/CP in particular

at low DK values, since crack growth rate is enhanced by a

factor 60 compared to vacuum at DKZ6 MPa m1/2.

Secondly, the slope of the curve obtained in NaCl/CP is

only slightly lower than the one in vacuum, which means

that this enhancement is nearly constant in all the

investigated DK range.

The comparison between the results obtained at 20 Hz in

air and in vacuum shows that crack propagation is very

sensitive to the gaseous environment especially for earlier

stages of propagation. Indeed, the lower is the DK, the

higher is the difference between FCGRs in these two

environments. For DKZ6 MPa m1/2 the ratio between crack

growth rates in air and vacuum is nearly 15 whereas it is less

than 5 for DKZ14 MPa m1/2.

A decrease of frequency in air, from 20 to 0.17 Hz,

induces an additional crack growth rate enhancement

compared to results obtained in vacuum in which frequency

effects are assumed to be negligible. In this case the crack

growth rate ratio between air and vacuum reach 50. This

frequency effect also decreases as DK increases and

becomes negligible around DKZ20 MPa m1/2. The maxi-

mum ratio between FCGRs in air at 20 Hz and in air at

0.17 Hz, reached at the lowest DK values, is higher than 3.
3.2. Fractographic analysis

Detailed examinations of the fracture surface mor-

phologies have been performed by SEM on specimens

tested on the same conditions: RZK1, smaxZ450 MPa.

These observations indicate that the crack propagation

mode is highly dependent on the environment (Figs. 5–8),

but remain almost independent of crack depth along the

investigated DK range.
Fig. 5. Typical transgranular fracture surface in vacuum (20 Hz),

DKw6,5 MPa m1/2.



Fig. 6. Fracture surfaces in air (a) 20 Hz, (b) 0.17 Hz with few intergranular

facets, DKw12 MPa m1/2

Fig. 7. Fracture surfaces in NaCl/CP (K1050 mV(SCE)) at 0.17 Hz, (a)

DKw9 MPa m1/2, (b) at higher magnification DKw13 MPa m1/2.

Fig. 8. Transgranular parts of fracture surfaces observed for

DKw11 MPa m1/2, (a) in vacuum at 20 HZ, (b) in air at 20 Hz and (c) in

NaCl/CP (K1050 mV(SCE)) at 0.17 Hz.
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Crack propagation in vacuum is transgranular with

respect to the prior austenite grains (Fig. 5). This fracture

surface is similar to the ones observed by other authors on

comparable steels fatigued in high vacuum [15,16] or inert

gases [17,18].

Compared to vacuum, the fracture surfaces in air exhibit

a different aspect (Fig. 6). Transgranular parts have a more

brittle appearance. Moreover, some brittle intergranular

fractures are also seen. These facets represent less than 10%

of the total fracture surface whatever the test frequency.

This type of fracture was previously reported by various

authors [12,17].

In NaCl/CP (Fig. 7a and b), the fracture surface

morphology is much more brittle than in air with significant

decohesion along prior austenite grain boundaries.



Intergranular fractures cover approximately 50% of the

whole fracture surfaces. Fig. 7b clearly shows several prior

austenite grain boundaries. It is interesting to note on the

upper left part of the picture the transgranular brittle fracture

due to separations between martensite laths. Very few

studies have presented detailed examinations of fracture

surfaces in saline solutions with cathodic protection.

However some authors have observed and described

comparable fracture surfaces on a quenched and tempered

steel subjected to stress corrosion cracking in different

hydrogenating media as deaerated distilled water, gaseous

hydrogen and water vapour [19,20].

Fig. 8a–c allow the transgranular fracture areas in the

three considered environments to be compared at equivalent

magnifications. The embrittlement enhancement from

vacuum to air and from air to NaCl/CP is clearly shown.

The relief appears relatively smooth in vacuum and become

rougher in air. In NaCl/CP, quasi cleavage facets are

observed. These distinct geometrical markings are related to

the features of martensite laths.
4. Discussion

4.1. Environmental effects in air

Results in air confirm that this environment is highly

active since FCGRs can be amplified by more than one order

of magnitude when compared to vacuum. The values of the

parameters m and C of the Paris law determined in air at

20 Hz are comparable to those obtained by Hénaff et al. for

long fatigue cracks on another quenched and tempered steel

[12]. When compared to results obtained in vacuum, the

influence of air (20 and 0.17 Hz) on FCGRs is maximal at

low DK, and then significantly decreases as the crack grows.

At low DK levels, corresponding to low FCGRs, exposure

times of the crack tip to the ambient atmosphere are longer

than at higher crack growth rates. This allows a maximum

action of the gaseous active species at the earliest stages of

the crack propagation. In the same way, a frequency

decrease, from 20 to 0.17 Hz, leads to an additional increase

of FCGRs especially at low DK. The slope of the FCGRs

curve obtained in air at 0.17 Hz is inferior to the one

obtained at 20 Hz so that frequency effect becomes almost

negligible for the highest DK values. This influence of test

frequency is consistent with a time-dependent mechanism

since at 0.17 Hz exposure times are much longer than at

20 Hz and lead to higher crack growth rates. This result is

consistent with our previous work on the same material [7]

that showed a reduction in air fatigue lifetimes when the

frequency decreases from 20 to 0.17 Hz. This reduction was

explained by an acceleration of both initiation and

propagation stages. Frequency effects are usually not

considered in fatigue studies in air since they are assumed

to be negligible, which is probably true for many materials.

However, some authors already reported this frequency
6

effect in air on FCGRs, measured with CT specimens, for

another high strength steel [21].

Hénaff et al. [12] explain the effect of air by two different

processes: the adsorption of water vapour and the action of

hydrogen atoms resulting from the dissociation of water

vapour as it was initially proposed by Gangloff et al. [22]

and Wei et al. [23]. According to Hénaff et al., water vapour

adsorption kinetics in ambient air are faster than crack

growth rates for fatigue test frequencies commonly used. It

means that the contribution of water vapour adsorption

remains constant as the crack grows and cannot explain the

change in the slope of the FCGRs curve in air compared to

vacuum. The significant increase of the air effect at low DK

values and at low frequencies confirms an additional

contribution of hydrogen resulting from water vapour

dissociation. Indeed, as this reaction is time-dependent, a

crack growth rate increase reduces the quantity of produced

hydrogen. On the other hand, a frequency reduction allows a

higher hydrogen production and thus a crack growth rate

enhancement. Consequently, the FCGRs curve established

at 0.17 Hz in air is an additional proof of the role of

hydrogen in air.

Fracture surfaces in air exhibit mainly transgranular

fractures, which only appear slightly more brittle than in

vacuum. The propagation mode is not very different in these

two environments in spite of great differences in FCGRs.

The few intergranular facets observed on fracture surfaces

are probably due to the effects of hydrogen from water

vapour dissociation. However, as it has been previously

pointed out in various studies [12,18], the FCGRs increase

in air cannot be directly correlated to the amount of such

brittle facets.

4.2. Environmental effects in NaCl solution with cathodic

protection

Many authors have reported the deleterious effect of a

saline solution with a cathodic protection on FCGRs. There

is a general agreement in the literature to attribute this

strong effect to hydrogen from water reduction caused by

the applied cathodic potential [3]. For long cracks as well as

for natural small cracks it is generally accepted that the

influence of environment in a saline solution with a cathodic

protection starts from a critical crack size or a critical DK

level and then increases as the crack grows until FCGRs

reach a plateau. For example, Y.Z. Wang et al. [24]

monitored natural crack evolution in comparable exper-

imental conditions and concluded that hydrogen accelerates

crack propagation as soon as the crack length exceeds

100 mm. The present study confirms such conclusions as far

as the behaviour observed in air is used as the reference.

Our approach, which consists in comparing FCGRs in

NaCl/CP and in high vacuum, leads to very different

conclusions about the contribution of environmental effects

in NaCl/CP on FCGRs and about the dependence of this

contribution on DK level. Indeed, the present results



indicate that FCGRs are enhanced by two orders of

magnitude in NaCl/CP compared to vacuum at low DK.

Moreover, since the FCGRs curves in these two environ-

ments are nearly parallel, the environment enhancement in

NaCl/CP can be considered as little dependent on DK.

The fractographic analysis allows the damage mechan-

isms occurring in the saline solution with cathodic

protection to be understood. Fracture surfaces appear

completely brittle with sharp separations between either

prior austenite grains or martensite laths. Hydrogen due to

water reduction is active at all the microstructure interfaces.

It should be noted that cathodic protection level

(K1050 mV(SCE)) does not allow the dissolved oxygen

to form iron oxides or hydroxides. The role of oxygen can

therefore be assumed as negligible in NaCl/CP. This is

confirmed by other studies presenting similar fracture

surfaces obtained in hydrogenating media free of oxygen

[19,20]. In addition, it is interesting to note that the

percentage of intergranular facets observed on fracture

surfaces remains constant as the crack grows.

In NaCl/CP, FCGRs curve as well as fracture surface

morphologies suggest that cathodic protection produces an

amount of hydrogen sufficient to maintain environmental

effects close to their maximum in the DK range considered

here. In the work of Vosikovsky [1] illustrated in Fig. 1, no

effect of the frequency has been noted before the occurrence

of the plateau. This means that for small DK levels the

production of hydrogen is sufficient to saturate the process

zone ahead the crack tip. Since the DK range investigated in

the present study remains below the plateau, it is assumed

that the frequency would have little or no effect on FCGRs.

This assumption is supported by the fact that the protection

level that has been used in our work favours a high hydrogen

production. However, complementary tests at different

frequencies should be necessary to confirm this assertion

in the case of natural small cracks.

4.3. Comparison between NaCl/CP and air

The comparison of the FCGRs obtained in NaCl/CP and

air with those obtained in vacuum, developed in the

previous sections, points out the difficulty in evaluating

the environment contribution to FCGRs in NaCl/CP only by

a comparison with results obtained in air.

At the same test frequency (0.17 Hz) and for the earliest

stages of propagation (or low DK values), FCGRs in air are

equal to the ones observed in NaCl/CP. The results obtained

in this study indicate that this equivalence does not mean a

lack of influence of NaCl/CP on the early propagation stage.

Indeed, it is shown that in this domain, ambient air

significantly enhances FCGRs when compared to vacuum.

Therefore, the correspondence between FCGRs in NaCl/CP

and in air only reflects a comparable environmentally

induced damage at the crack tip in terms of crack growth

kinetics. It should be noted that this effect is very high since

it increases FCGRs by two orders of magnitude.
7

But the equivalence of FCGRs in both environments

should not be interpreted as the evidence of similar damage

processes in these two environments. Indeed, physical

mechanisms of damage involved at the crack tip are clearly

different as revealed by fracture surfaces analysis. The

brittleness of fracture surfaces in NaCl/CP compared to air

suggests a greater amount of absorbed hydrogen in the

saline solution. In air, the additional contribution of water

vapour in air, and eventually other active species such as

oxygen, is assumed to explain the equivalence in FCGRs

obtained in NaCl/CP and air at low DK.

Finally, it also appears that even if the slope of FCGRs

curve is higher in NaCl/CP than in air, the effect of the saline

environment does not increase as the crack grows. Actually,

this effect remains nearly constant for the potential

conditions and tests frequencies investigated.

More generally, in aqueous or in gaseous environments,

only a comparison with results obtained in a high vacuum or

in inert gases allows the environmental contribution on

FCGRs to be correctly evaluated.
5. Summary and conclusions

Fatigue crack propagation of natural small cracks in the

high strength steel SE702 was investigated in different

environments. From this study, the following results have

been obtained:

– In 3.5% NaCl solution at 0.17 Hz, hydrogen

produced by cathodic protection strongly

enhances FCGRs compared to vacuum. But,

contrary to accepted belief based on a comparison

with the results obtained in air, the influence of

hydrogen does not increase with DK. Indeed, the

present study shows that hydrogen effects are

maximum at low DK levels and decrease slightly

when DK or FCGRs increase. Hydrogen gener-

ated in NaCl/CP induces a marked embrittlement

of fracture surfaces with decohesion between

either prior austenite grains or martensite laths.

This embrittlement is not dependent on DK.

– The FCGRs enhancement observed in air

compared to vacuum confirms the very active

feature of ambient atmosphere on fatigue crack

growth processes. Contrary to what is observed in

NaCl/CP, environmental effects in air strongly

decrease as DK increases. The strong enhance-

ment of FCGRs in air at low DK is partly

attributed to hydrogen resulting from water

vapour dissociation. However, even if few

intergranular facets are observed, fracture sur-

faces in air are much more ductile than in

NaCl/CP. The adsorption of gaseous active

species such as water vapour represents the

other mechanism responsible for FCGRs



enhancement in air compared to vacuum. A

decrease of the fatigue test frequency in air from

20 to 0.17 Hz increases the contribution of

hydrogen and leads to an enhancement of

FCGRs especially at low DK.

– FCGRs in air can be as elevated as in NaCl/CP at

the earlier stages of propagation if the tests are

performed at the same frequency (0.17 Hz), even

if this equivalence does not correspond to similar

damage mechanisms.

– Since air is very active with regard to fatigue

crack growth, only the choice of an inert media as

reference allows to quantify properly environ-

mental effects due to another active environment

such as the saline solution with cathodic protec-

tion considered in the present study.
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